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Introduction 

Shortly arter the hieh altitude nuclear bomb explosion 

last summer called Starfish, it became obvious that a band 

of trapped radiation had been produced. This was no 

surprise. There had been three artificial belts made previous 

to this one. In 1958 the U. S. had exploded three high altitude 

bombs in the South Atlantic. For some time before this, 

Nicholas Christofilos, a physicist at the Radiation Laboratory 

at Livermore, had worked on ?roject Sherwood - the attempt 

to control the power of an H bomb to make an industrial power 

station. To cantain the intensely hot material used in 

Sherwood experiments no walls can be used. They would melt. 

j~agnetlc fields are used - shaped into "magnetic bottles" to 

contain the particles. Such a bottle as that used in Fig . I 

has been used successfully to contain hot electrons and protons 

for short times. The particles eventually leak out of the , 

magnetic bottle, mostly through the ends, but they are contained 

for a ti~e. Christofilos took this idea for a laboratory-size' 

magnetic bottle and expanded it to earth size. He suggested 

that the earth's magnetic field should be able to contain and 

trap energetic particles and showed that a nuclear explosi on 

would be a reasonable source of particles to populate the 

terrestrial bottle . This suggestion led to the Argus 

experiments. 

The planning for Argus was well underway before the 

discovery by Van Allen of the natural radiation belt . In the 

Argus planning sessions it had been suggested that a natural 
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belt might exist around the earth, which was of course 

borne out by the Explorer I and Explorer III satellites. 

The Argus explosions were conducted specifically to 
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study the injeotion or particle5 into the earth's magnetio 

field. After each of the three explosions, trapped particles 

were observed by Van Allen on the Explorer IV satellite, so 

that artificial belts were no novelty in 1962. But the 

Starfish belt was much more intense and more extended in 

space than the Argus belts, so it represented more of a 

problem. 

~~t 1s there about a nuclear explosion that produces a 

radiation belt? The radiation belts, both artificial and 

natural, are merely collect ions of high energy protons and 

electrons. A nuclear explosion releases a large number of 

energetic particles. When a uranium nucleus fissions into 

two lighter nuclei the fission fragments that are formed are 

unstable. They become stable by emitting fast electrons. 

This P ... decay process produces about 6 electrons por· :'isaion 

frae~ent. The electrons formed have energios going up to 

7 or 8 Mev wi th an everage energy of about 1 Mev. The first 

electron is given off in about 1 second, and after seconds 

percent of the electrons have been produced. The debris 

from a high altitude explosion expands at around 500 km/sec, 

so the electrons emitted by the fission fragments can appear 

some distance away from the explosion. Measurements on the 

energies of the new electrons at 1000 km altitude after the 

Starfish explosion show that most of them have come from 

~ -decay of fission fragments. 

- - --- - - - - -
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A second possible source of particles for the artificial 

radiation belt is neutrons. Large numbers of neutrons are 

also given off by a nuclear explosion. 

A fission ,bomb works by a neutron splitting a uranium 

nucleus - the fission process liberates several neutrons, 

some of which in turn produce more fissions, making a chain 

reaction . In this process many of the neutrons produced leak 

out of the bomb. About 1024 neutrons are released by a 

one kiloton explosion. The neutron is radioactive. When 

bound up in an atomic nucleus it is stable, but by itself it 

decays with a half life of about 10 minutes into a proton, 

n electron, and a neutrino. Fission neutrons have energies 

of about 1 Mev and a velocity of about 109 em/sec. It will 

take them about 5 seconds to travel 50,000 km to get out of 

the region of space where the radiation belts are . In this . 
time about one percent of the neutrons released by the 

explosion will decay to for~ electrons and protons. The 

protons will have energ ies of about 1 ~ev and fluxes of 

104 particles per square em ~er second. In general, these 

protons are not of interest, because they will not penetrate 

any appreciable thickness of matter, and therefore don't add 

to the radiation problems. The electrons made by neutron 

decay have energies up to .8 Mev, but they are considerably 

more penetrating then protons. These electrons do contribute 

to the artificial belt, but they do not appear to represent 

an important fraction of the source. Fission fragment decay 

appears to be the major electron source. 

1 
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Particle IIlotion 

In order to undorstand what happens to the slactrons 

introduced into the field by the explosion we have to know 

how a particl e moves in a magnetic field. Fig. 2 shows the 

motion. The motion can be broken down into three components, 

(1) gyration around a field line, (2) bouncing back and 

forth along a field line, and (3) drifting in longitude 

around the earth. 

The electrons are made to move in a circle by the magnetic 

field, just as particles do in a cyclotron. The electrons 

gyrate around a field line in about one millionth of a 

socond . They bounce back and forth along a field line about 

once a second. What causes the bouncing mot ion? The process 

is moderately similar to the operation of a corner reflector 

in radar. The radar waves enter the reflector, bounce several 

times, and return in the direction they came from. In the 

magnetic mirror, the particles moving into a region of 

increasing magnetic field , where the field lines are converging, . 
feel a force that turn~ them around and make them move out 

of the converging field. This reflection process 1s caused 

by a magnetic force similar to the force that ~akes a particle 

move in a circle in a cyclotron (see Fig . 3). A particle 

moving with velocity V (into the paper) moves in the circle 

shown due to the magnetic field component B". But in the 

converging field shown, the field component BL acts on the 

particle to produce a force perpendicular to both V and B~ 
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and directed so that it rorces the particle out of the 

converging magnetic field. In a Sherwood machine (Fig. 1) 

the particles move toward a converging field at one end, are 

reflected, move to. the other end of the machine and are 

reflected again. Because o.f this, it is called a magnetic 

mirror" machine. The point of reflection is called the 

mirro.r point. The particle oscillates between its mirro.r 

po.ints much as a pendulum o.scillates back and forth, acted 

en by the fo.rce o.f gravity. The earth's magnetic field.is a 

similar magnetic morro.r machine, bent in a crescent. Charged 

particles injected into. the earth's field will bo.unce back and 

forth botween two. mirro.r po.ints and stay trapped fer a lo.ng time. 

Besides gyrating and bo.uncing, the particles drift in 

longitude around the earth. The time it takes for o.ne 

revo.lution depends upon the energy of the particle, but is 

abo.ut an hour fer a typical electron. A reaso.n for the 

drifting motion can be seen in Fig. 3. At the high altitude 

side of the particles' gyratio.n the magnetic field is weaker 

and therefo.re the radius of curvature larger. This makes 

the particle drift sideways. Electrons drift east due to. 

this effect and protons drift west. Particles with different 

velocities will drift at different rates. 

The family o.f magnetic field lines en which a particle 

drifts aro.und the earth is labeled by a value or L. For 

i nst ance, thaJamily_o.f _linas-.thaL-has-aD._-average .equato.rial 

distance fro.m the center of the earth o.f two. earth radii has 

L 2. They intersect the earth's surface at 450. magnetic latitude . 

-- ---~~ 
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From a knowledge of th6 ~otion o~ partic_as, ~~ c&n tell 

{hat will happen to particles put into the field. A pulse 

or new particles, as from a bomb, will, in a few seconds, 

distribute themselves along a field line ~nd in a few hours 

will drift around the earth several times and disperse in 

longitude because of their different drift rates. This will 

form a blanket of particles surrounding the earth. If the 

source of particles 1s rather limited in extent, then the 

blanket will be thin. This was the actual situation in the 

Argus experiment, where the blanket shown in Fig. 4 was only 

about 100 km thick at low altitudes and had L = 2.. For 

Starfish the blanket was quite thick. 

Early History of the Starfish Belt 

Now that we have a feeling what ought to happen to the 

particles, let us see what the observations after Starfish 

indicated. 

Within a matter of seconds after the explosion, aurorae 

were seen in Samoa . These aurorae were caused by electrons 

from the explosion that leaked out the holes in the earth's 

magnetic mirror and entered the atmosphere . The electrons 

collided with air atoms and excited them to emit light. Aurorae 

were also seen at the times of the Argus explosions. Rockets 

have been flown into natural aurorae and energetic electrons 

found g so this , process of electrons making aurorm is well 

established. 

..:J 
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Ground-based equipment in Alaska detected incr6ased 

ionization in the ionosphere a few seconds after the explosion. 

This was very likely due to the electrons rrom the explosion 

leaking out the end of the magnetic mirror into the 

atmosphere the same way as those causing the aurorae did. 

Ionospheric effects and the aurorae show that many 

electrons are lost promptly, but many.remain trapped too. 

About 10 minutes after the explosion the National Bureau of 

Standards Radio Observatory in Peru, shown in Fig. 5, 

observed radio noise from t~e electron belt as it drifted 

eastvlard into view of their very elaborate antenna. This 

radio noise is called synchrotron radiation because 1t waS 

rirst identified e.ni tted by electrons in a synChrotron 

accelerator. Charged particles moving i~ a circle, as they 

do 1n a magnetic field, emit electromagnetic radiation. This 

process is an expected result of classical electro~agnetic 

theory. A major worry about the BorJ" atom .vho:c. :!. t Jas first 
I 

intrOduced was that the electron moving iL orbit~ around the 

nucleus should radiate energy away as electromagnetic radiation 

and therefore the electrons would spiral into the nucleus 1n 

a short t~me. The electrons in an atom do not continuously 

emit synchrotron radiation, but other places in nature, as for 

example, an electron in a synchrotron, do emit this electro

magnetic radiation. In a synchrotron the radiation is of 

high enough frequency to appear as light. The light and radio 
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noise £rom the Crab Nebula are both thought to be synchrotron 

radiation. The electromagnetic radiation from the electrons 

in the earth's field appears as radio noise of frequenc1es 

up to a hundred magacycles and higher. The radiation is 

stronsly polari7.ed, and is emitted in a very narr07 cono 

along the instananeous direction of motion of the electron. 

This means that the radiation can be observed near the magnetic 

equator easily, but at mid- latitudes it will be difficult to 

observe, because the electrons do not move in the proper 

direction to transmit radiation in this direction. After 

Starfish, only radio observatories within 250 of the equator 

observed synchrotron radiation. The first signal in Peru 

was six minutes after the explosion, but at Wake Island it 

took 25 minutes for the signal to reach maximum. This showed 

that the electrons were indeed drifting eastward as predicted. 

After an hour or so, the electrons were sufficiently dispersed 

in longitude that a steady signal was received at the several 

stations. Near the equator t!lis signal was about twice the 

-pre-shot background -noise . - -Thi-s---signal -died awaY' with a time 

constant of about 20 days and became equal to th~ ?reshot 

background i~ about onemonth. Before the Starfish explosion, 

no synchrotron radiation was observed from the natural belt. 

The amount emitted was so 311all that it was hidden in the 

noise. 
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Satellite Data 

On July 10 there were four satellites in orbit that had 

electron detectors on board and which gave useful information 

on the newly trapped particles. 

ARIEL 

INJUN 

TELSTAR 

TRAAC 

apogee perigee inclination detectors 

1209 km 393 km 

1010 km 890 km 

5630 kIn 955 km 

1110 kin 951 kin 32.4° 

shielded GM counter 
Ee >4.7 Mev 

shielded GM counter, 
counting several Mev 
electrons by Bremsstrah
lung 

4 channel solid state 
detector E >.2 Mev . e 

shielded GM cbunter 
E > 1.6 Mev e 

The Injun satellite had been in orbit a long time, and 

so it provided a very good before-after comparison of the 

radiation belt. The TRAAC detector also showed a good comparison 

this way, as did Ariel. Unfortunately, the Telstar satellite 

was launched the day after Starfish, so it could not give a 

before-after comparison. This is quite unfortunate, because' 

the Telstar satellite goes to high altitudes and maps out 

regions of space that are unavailable to t~'other satellites. 

The joint US-UK satellite Ariel showed that high energy 

electrons from the bomb appeared very shortly after the 

explosion at high latitudes - up to L = 5 or more. Ariel 

went out of operation a week after Starfish, but during this 

time the flux of energetic electrons stayed high up to L = 5. 

- - ---- -- - -- --~ 
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The TRAAG detectors follo~ed the decay of low al~1tude 

Starfish eloctrons until it also '1e~t out of operatio~& TRAAC 
I 

also located a puddlo of fission debris sitting on too of the 

atmospbere in tne ~ clr1e, eOlti~u~UB1~ omlbt~nB d1ec~rons 

into the belt. Those new electrons from the debris puddle 

will have short lives, because they are emitted at low 

altitudes, and therefore have low mirror points ~nd encounter 

a fairly dense atmo~ here. 

The Injun counters mapped out the new belt up to 1000 ~ 

and produced the first flux contour picture of the Starfish 

electrons. Injun has also watched the decay of these electrons 

for several montns. 

The Telstar satellite produced all of the information above 1000 km 

for the first three months after Starfish . The rapid decay of the electrons 

above L = 1 .7 was observed only by this satellite . The Telstar data was 

used to construct several flux maps at different times after Starfish . 

J 
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By comparing the measurements of the several different 

detectors having different energy responses, the energy 

spectrum of the now particles was determined. At about 

1000 km the spectrum closely resembled a fission energy 

spectrum, thus identifying the decay of fission f~agme~ts 

c. the major particle source. 

The Telstar detectors alone cannot clearly tell that 

tho electrons have a"fission spectrum - they measure too 

low energies to do this. Above 1000 krn where only Telstar 

data Was available the assumption was made at that time 

that the electrons had a fission energy spectrum also. 

(We now know this to be incorroct). 

Understanding the Injun a nd Telstar Contours 

The experimental da t a fro m Injun and Telstar for a 

short period after Starfish were organized and plotted, and 

are shmm in Fig . ~. The r eg ion of highest flux for the 

red Injun date is about 109 electrons/cm2/sec and for the 

blUe Telstar aa ta" the highest value is also about 109 

electrons / cci2/sec. The outer edge of both sets of contours 

shovrn i s at a flux of 107 electrons/cm2/sec. These contours 

~re o~ly a pproximate and involve some extrapolations in both 

caseso Also they are not for the same time (Injun is plus 

10 hours and Telstar is plus 5 days) but they still are fairly 

accurate and can be compared reasonably. It is obvious the 

Injun contours are much more compressed than the Telstar 
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contours. The total number of particlos found by integrating 

insido the Injun contours is ab out 1025 electrons and inside 
20 '::;he Telstar contours is about 10 olectrons. These 

difforonces have caused S07i1C iJroblems in the past, but they 

are no~ starting to be understood. 

To understand the difference in the contours one must 

l understand the nature of the data in Fig. ~ . The count 

rates of' the detectors involved have been multiplied by 

efficiency factors to convert the count rates into f'luxes 

of fission electrons. These efficiency factors havc been 

calculated by assuming that the energy spectrum of the 

electrons present was an equilibrium fission energy spectrum, 

as in Fig. b . The experi~ent-l data from the different 

satellites indicated this was essentially correct at 1000 km, 

but at higb altitudes it was only a guess. ~e are now quite 

certain that at high altitudes therc 'were l1any mora low 

energy electrons than are shown in FiG. (~ ; that is, the 

energy spectrum VIas "soft er" there. Because the Injun detector 

would not count those low energy electrons efficiently, the 

Injun contours close at lov; a1 ti tudes, but t'1e Telstar detector 

vms a low cnere;y electron detector so it cow.:.ted these soft 

-electrons at h1gh al-tltudo3-well-,- and-thereforc t!1e Telstar 

contours extend to higher altitudes. Most peo?le are now 

qui-e sure that these low energy electrons at high altitudes 

:r·esu.l ted from the Starfi s'1 explos ion, but whether they are 

fi"sion electrons with the energy changed or electrons from 

J 
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some other source is not certain now, and may never be. Thore 

do exist processes that will tend to make the electrons far 

removed from the explosion site have lower energies. 

Electrons emitted by fission fraG~ents so~e time after the 

fission event in e;enere.l have lower enere;ies than those 

e~itted early. Also, the electrons may be slowod dOTIn by 
j 

interactions with the magnetic field after they are emitted , I 

by fission fragments. No measurements were made that 

enable us to decide if these processes were important or 

not, so we cannot answer the question about the orig~n of the 

low energy eloctrons at high altitudes. There are still some 

people who are not sure w;1ether the low energy eloctrons 

seen at high altitudes by Telstar are from the Starfish 

explosion, or if they are natural and were there beforehand. 

The Natural Belt 

In order to ~ut theStarfish radiation belt in cont'ext , 

we should compare it with the natural radiation belt. The 

fluxes of natural protons of E>30 Mev is shown in Fig. (a). 

These high energy protons are very penetrating, but there are 

not too many of them, so they are not too botherso~e from the 

standpoint of radiation damage. In Fig. (b) is shown the 

flux of low energy protons of .1 <E<5 Mev . There is a large I 
flux of these particles, but they will not go through '0 w.'.l..:s or ql'\s.s 

~L\(..~ 0 t I I I 
so they also are notAa ~other. Protons of E- IO Mev are 

present in the natural belt in SUbstantial numbers, and they 'j 

~re penetrating enough to produce damage to thinly shielded I 

I 

1 
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solar cells. In order to eliminate this problem, cover plates 

of about 1/32" of glass are commonly used on s:> lar cells. 

Tost cells with only a few ~ils of glass covers deteriorate 

rapidly in space. 

The flux of natural electrons of' E > 40 Kev is shown in 

Fie. (c). This particle population is not too well known, 

es~ecially in the illiier radiation zone· at a few thousand 

kilometers altitude •. It might be wrong by a f'actor of f'ive 

or more in some places. Also, considerable time variations 

occur in this population. Fie. (d) shows the natural 

electron flux for E>1.5 drev. This group fluctuates up and 

dorm in time, sor~etimes by three orders of magnitude, but it 

rarely gets above 105 electrons/cm2/sec. There are few if 

any electrons of E > 5 ,4ev in the natural belt. 

This quick survey of the natural belt gives so~ething to 

compare with the artificial belts. From Starfish the proton 

population is neglieable cO ";l,?ared to the na-cuY' :11 proton popu-

lation, but the Starfish electron population is considerably 

larger, and also of' higher energy than the natural electrons. 

There is another f'eature of the Starfish explosion that 

\']e should consider. What reaction did it have on the natural 

belt? Some European scientists predicted before the explosion 

that the natural radiation belt would be seriously damaged - that 

many particles would be shaken out of it. ~.!ost of the 

pbysicists in the U.S. who worked on this subject did not 

believe that any important changes would take place on the 
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natural belt particles, and that the major change would be 

the introduction of new electrons in the earth's field. 

Sevoral measurements v.rere made on the pr'otor£ "bafore and after 

Starfish and the USSR explosions. The only measurable change 

,so far reported was a modest-sized one at low altitude. 

Clearly no large changes have occurred on the natural hieh 

energy protons. We cannot tell about changes in thc natural 

electrons, because they are r:19. sked by the artificial belt 

electrons. Considering the problem theoretically, it is very 

harn to see how Starf'lsh could shake out more than a few 

percent at the most of the natural belt particles and as 

far as we know, it did not. 

Radiatio,!l Damaee 

The energetic trapped p~rticles can cause dam2ge to 

various sensitive space systems (including man). It did not 

take long for damages to show up after Starf'ish. The Ariel 

satellite stopped .transmitting data after about oncweek, and 

the TRAAC and Tra nsit 4_B satoll1 tes stopped in about one month. 

The solar cells on these satellites TIere progressively 

deteriorating due to the artificial electrons from '~ tarfish. > 

The output voltage of a solar cell goes down as the radiation 

exposure goes up, as shovm in Fig. 1. A normally-de3i~ned 

se.t ell:' te porler supply '>'J1ll !nalfunct ion if the solar cell 

output drops to about 80 percent of its designed value. 
, ...- 13 2 

?ro~n Figo J we see this will take about /0 electrons/em for 

f or the P-on-N type solar cells used on Ariel. Ariel stays 

I 

I 
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in the high flux region of 109 eleetrons/em2/sec about 
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. percent of the time so it encounters roughly 
c.... ~'- ~.,. b",t- .. ~ \Ts S 0\ 0;'" c. to \ \ oS 

eloctrons/cm2/day~,SO a week is about the right time for the 

po~er supply to last before going into undervoltage. The 
(.. o..'f\~ '{ C" .. '" ~ 4\ 'B 

output from the solar cells on-{R~~ was monitored and the 

ti:ne history is shown in Fig. '1 • The initial slow decrease 

is due to the natural trapped particles, and the sudden 

change on July 9 is c'learly due to the trapped electrons from 

starfish. Telstar has a different and more radiation-resistant 

N-on-P type solar cells, and it lived a long time in the 

artificial radiation belt. Injun also lasted a long time 

after Starfish, because its power supply was designed so that 

it could stand a larger percentage degradation, and therefore 

more radiation. Satellites can clearly be designed to have 

lone lives in the Starfish belt, or even more intense belts, 

but Ariel, TRAAC and Transit 4B ' fere not expected to encounter 

these radiation levels, so they were not desie ncd' for it. 
I 

Shielding can be used to roduce the radiation dosage. 

For a fission energy spectru~, 1 em/cm2 of shieldin material 

\'Jill reduce the dose about a ractor of 10, 2 ms/c "rl2 a factor 

of 100, and 3 gms/cm2 a factor of 1000S) But it is quite 

difficul~ to reduce the radiation by ~ore than a factor of 

5000 because of the X-rays produced by the electrons hitting 

the shielding. These X-rays are very hard to absorb out. 

AttentioZ'l was given to the problem of manned flight 

shortly after Starfish. The flux map for one week after 
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Starfish was used to calculate that about 1 R radiation dose 

would be received by an astronaut on a six-orbit mission at 

t,1!;tt tL.o. By tho tim.e tho MA 8 flip;ht took place, decay of 

the trn?ped particles had reduced the expected dose considerably, 

~,4'.( C>-

and the dose ~c. received '{;as well under 1 R. This is less than 

ia received_in some chest X-rays and is not a problem. 
- - - -----

But consider the problem of ctteMpting a manned flight 

at about 1000 miles 'altitude near the equator. In this region 

the electron fl~~ is about 109 electrons/cm2/sec. About 

3 x 107 electrons/ccr2 s ives 1 R dose. The dose in~ide a 

space capsule can be r educed by a factor of about 5,000 by 

using a shield thicl~ness of t~ ems/cm2. In one hour the dose 

inside the capsule for thi s orbit ~ould be about 

109 x 3~OO sec _ 24 R 

3 x 107 x 5000 

Considerir-g t h at a l e t hal dose is about 500 R, this means 

that manned flight in the heart of the Sterf' :'sh belt must 

be qu~t6 lioited in ti~e. The Apollo flights to the moon 

will spend less than one hour in the high fl x region of the 

belt, so they should be all right. 

More Sa tellites ~ I~ore ~{plosions 

Even though we ''lere relatively well prepared to make 

measurer:16nts on the Starfish radiation belt, and the 1nf'ormation 

on i~ is reasonably complete, it was decided after Starfish 

J 
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to put up another satellite to i~prove the coverage ~nd to 

make more definitive ~easuremonts on the energy spectrum of 

t he electrons. The Explorer XV satollite was launched on 

October 27, 1962 with instruments on board to study protons 

and electrons of various energies. It was put in a low . 
inclination orbit of i :: 190

, and had an apogee of '?,fol>O \::\\oW\~It.Y'.s 
~ \oW\"rt "'" 50 / and a perigee ofj.S-.' A DOD satellite called 1902~k 'was 

u p in this period alDo~ with s everal energetic particle 
o I 

detectors on it. This satellite hl:1d 1 =71 and an apogee 
o ", ... ~\C.~' ~,'\..$ ~ ,~~ ~·\\.t.5 

of30b and perigee of \\'> .,..0.: These two orbits are nicely 

complimentary and Give good total coverage. 

On October 22, 1902, the Soviets carried out the first 

of three high altitude nucl ear explosions. The detectors 

in Telstar re'corded this fact and watched the electrons 

decay quite rapidly, as had t ho high altitude Starfish elec~rons. 

Then, on October 28, only a fe':l hours after E.."<plorer XV had 

been launched, the Soviets conducted their second high 

altitude test. The results of this were very well documented. 

The Canadian satellite ~louette and Explorer XV and 1962pK 

studied this event. Fig.I O shows the distribution in space 

of the electrons from ~he Soviet October 28 explosion in red, 

and also what VIas. left of the Starfish electrons which had 

partly dec<.;.yed awn.y, at that time, in green. Various 

measur0 .!Lents s houed that the electrons at the inner edge 

(presu.r.u.oly near the explosion site) of the new Soviet I 

artificia l belt had essentially a fission energy spectrum. 
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B'..l.t at the outer- edge the spactru~ VTaS softer- - t!1l!t :!.s, 

t~ere wore more low energy eloctrons here. ~e have p~eviously 

noted that a similar situation existed for the Starfish 

electrons. The October 28 electrons decayed ~lnh a mean lIfe 

of' about . one woek. ThOll on November 1, a third 30v1et 

explosion produced another artificial radiation belt. This 

belt was of more limited extent, and fit in rouehly in the 

gap on Fig. between the October 28 and Starfish electrons. 

There are no USSR measurements that have been reported on 

any of the artificial radiation belts. It is not known whether 

the Soviets had any satellites active and making measurements 

on their explosions. U.S. measure~ents on the artificial 

belt arc continuing. It will be interesting to see what 

effects large magnetic storns will have on the artl.1"'icia1 

belt particles. 

Decav of the 3lectrons 

Tho high alt~tude nuclear explosions of this past year 

have provided a uniq~0 opportunity for understanding the 

lifetimo3 c: electrons in the radiation belt. These explosions 

have produced large transient populations of trapped particles. 

By \! tchiY!:'; tt.e behavior of these trans ients, we can get 

direct. information about lifetimes of trapped particles. 

Bafore the advent of these explosions the only methods 

of estimating electron lifetimes were indirect. In dealing 

\lith a steady state situation where the particle population 

s moderately constant with time, the only way to Measure 

! 
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t:--le lifetir::0,I, of a. trap;:>ed particle is by measurine either 

I, the i:nflm7, or 0, the outflo~'l, of particles from the 

radiation belt and to use the flleakine bucket" equation 

I = 0 =,y 
or some similar procedu:('e. Here Q is the total number of 

particles trapped in the volume of the belt association ·,.,ith 

the inflow, I, or outflo~, o. In ~he past, the values 

obta~ned this way have involvod estimates of the· outflow, 0, 

- COVin into tne- atmosPhere ana nave produced widely' 'differing 

values of J. \~'e no'!! have direct measure-nents ofl from the 

artificial belts which eliminate the necessity of using this 

indirect method, which 1s suspect v.nyway. 

For low altitudes below L ~ 1.7, the decay of the 

electrons introduced by the Starfish explosion is quite slow 

and appears "to be controlled by the at'71osphere . Coulo:nb 

scattering of the elec~rons by the atmospheric atoms will 

chango the direction of Yllotion of tne electrons, a.nd therefore 

change the pi "ccn 2.!l .!;le, c( (the angle between tne :nucnetic 

field 13 and v, t ne electron's velocity) . Th€; chc..nee in pitch 

angle """Jill result in cnan8in3 the mirror point altitude . A 

series of coulomb scatters will !~10Ve the mirror ?oint of a 

particle u~ and down a field line, but out of this ?~ocess a 

net loss of particles into the atmosphere will occur. This 

loss Cc..n be understood physically at low altitudes. If a 

scatter occurs very near a particle's mirror point, it can 
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only lower the mirror point. At" and only at, the mirror 

point the particle's motion is perpendicular to the field 

ljne, so any scattering at this point, either up or down, 

which makes the motion not perpendicular to the rieid lino 

can only Im:er the mirror point. 

The effect of repeated coulomb collisions can be cal

cUlated by ~sing a Fokker-Plank oqu~tion. This describes 

how a distribution o~ porticles on a field line chan~es with 

time as the rosult of coul~mb collisions. 

As would be expected, the first particles to be lost are 

the ones mirroring at high B (or 10'.1 a1 ti tude). Gradually 

the decay slo\':s down and the s~atlal distribution eventually 

reaches an oquilibrit:.m sha/->e. For t~1e equilibrium situation, 

sce:ctcring dmm the line is nearly bdlunced by sCcl::;t;ering up 

the line, so the decay proceeds slo:'ly, boinG dominated by 

the scatterins rate at theequator. The decay of the Starfish 

electrons has boon rlO~surod over a 11oriod of L~ooO hours by 

Injun and by Alot.:..ette. The oosorved ;nean life of the electrons 

at about L = 1.3 is about a year. The charscteristics of the 

experimentally-observed decay agree wi~h ~h9t ~hich is 

expected fro~ ~tmos,horic decay. 

During tho 9roccss of ut10spheric scattering" the electron 

energy s';>Gctrum chances. The lower energy electrons are more 

easily scatterod and thcrefora lost first. Becauso of this, 

the fi~sio1 energy spectrum hardens with time until an ~quili

bl'"'iur:1 .:J.£)ectru:n is developed which has a ?ea~{ at abou·~ 2 :fiov . 
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Tho time history of the electrons for large L values 

~ftor Starfish was quite different than for L<1.7. The solid 

state detector on Telstar counting electrons of E,v .5 t1ev 

showed very clearly the time decay of a transient particle 

population down to something resombling a steady sta:i:;e 

population in a period of about three months. So even though 

Tolstar did not observe the particle populations before the 

Starrish event, one has good evidence from its record that 

a large transient population was produced out past L = 2.5 

at abou~ the time of Starfish. 

At L = 2.5 the electron mean life is only a few days. 

This is yery different from the particle lifetime of a year 

or more at L = 1.4. For L'>l.? the decay rates gets markedly 

shorter than values expected from at~ospheric decay. 

The instruments on the Explorer XV satellite launched 

on October 27 observed the October 28 and November 1 USSR 

ex?losions. The time histories of these events show a quite 

si~ilar decay to the Telstar decay curves after Starfish. 

Thore is an initial redistribution of the flux along a field 

line follovIed by a decay with rather similar T values to those 

seen by Tels~ar. It see~s that this rapid decay for L> 1.7 

is due to a usual condition in the maBnetosphere and does 

not de~end upon solar storms or other occasional events, 

although such events may also be important. 

There is no eood explanation of why the electron lifetimes 

;:re so short for L> 1.7. The process responsible for this 
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seems to have a quite sUdden onset at .L = 1.7, and by 

,L = 2.2 tho electron lifeti~e has been decreased roughly 

three orders of ~aenitude f~oM that ex~ectod from at~os~heric 

decay. The best car-didate for this loss process 1s magnetic 

scattering. Wavos in the rr-agnot=tc field can scattol the 

electrons similar to coulo~b scattering, but this is not a 

wel l understood subject. Thero is no quantitative explanation 

for the short lifeti~e yet. 

Doinr:; Physics with Nuclear ;;xplosions 

By studylng the time decay of" tho Starfish electrons 

vIe have loarned a considerable aMount about the naturdl 

radiation belt. Ve know t~:lt electrons in the inner zone 

of the na.tural Van Allo j- bel t h~vo lonE; lifetiMes ar..d those 

in the outer zone ha va short lif'et imc,s . This information 

would have been very difficult, if not impossible to obtain, 

by observir-e ·only the steady state natural radiation belt. 

This is a very important contribution to our understanding 

of the radiation beltso 

The idea of coinc controll ed experiments in space physics 

is not new - sodiu:!l clouds released by rockets study upper 

atmos !!er'e winds, and flater released from the S t"u.rn rocket 

may h~~9 understbnd some ionospheric processes. But the idea 

of do~:g controlled c~er8etic-particle experiments in space 

is ~.,,- .. ~-icr new. Ch!>istofilo3 once suggested using a small 

p~~ticle accelerator ~~ space to inject energetic ~srticles, but 

t l.is ,,!ould be heavy ~r~d quite inefficient, and dadS not seem 

rc son bleo 



~he!~e s.re ~..3.n-;y- areas of space physics 'cr:at could benofit 

:f:::"O!!l contpolled enol"getic-s?c.rticle o:-por:L:t1Cnts. Artii'icial 

'Uie' l~ 9 ir'e m d 1 Y l1uo:1e- r exp1,Qsi9118. W'e know n tural 

um"'oT'ae result fro!'1 energetic particle bombardmont of' tho 

uppo:!' at; ,~os)here, but Vie don't lmoVl much about the details 

of the )rocess. Auroral simulation would be a valuable 

6X1Jorimel1t. Ionosphel"'ic heating by particle bombardment and 

r-\:i,jultant c . .La,n3es in' the composition of the ionosphere coul d 

be investieated this way. 

We could. help map the earth's magnetic field with charged 

particles. The Argus charged- particle blanket was studied by 

the E..x9lorer IV satell! te, and p!~ovided the best current 

cxperil.1ental informs. tion on magnet lc field shells . It ".'lould 

be very useful if we could determine rathor exactly where 

the two ends of a few field lines ara at the surface of the 

earth. 'i'here are many pl~OCGS;leS w;--.ich should be observable 

at botn of those conjueate points at the samo time - ionospheric 

and magnetic disturbances, VLF enissions and aurorae, to 

name a fevJ. It would be very interesting to study these 

simultaneouslyt' but to do this we need to 1c1oi"l where tho 

conjugate points are, accurately . We could locate a pair 

of' conjugate points quiteclccU1'ately by a controlled emission 

of energetic .!.)~rtic1es at high al ti tude and subsoquent 

gro'nd obs~~vetions. 

It; \lould be 2.1so interestine to see how a -:nagnetic storm 

\Jould disturb _ thin blanket of particles at high altitudes , 

I 
I 
I 
I 
1 
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This Vlould help us understand the outer zone of the natural 

Van illen belt. 

?he Future 

There arc many experiments we i70lud like to do r!i th 

controlled energetic - particle exoeriments, but we would like 

also not to lose an-v more satellites to radiation damage. 

There are also, of course, serious political problems ,."lith 
. 

conducting hiGh altitun6 nuclear explosions~ but from a 

strictly scientific Vie";i~oint, such a program would be quite 

worthv:hile. If an ex?losiol'l were dosi';ned 'lith a major 

objective of getting geophysical data of importance to 

science, ~o should be able to make appropriato measure~0nts 

without serious damaee to anything. For 'Lost experiments, 

small explosions at hi/!,h altitudes wnuld suffico, so that tho 

decay rapidly. ~7 i'th interr:ational coo;J",:"."'n-::!.oYl i1': t~e 33..f8~:r 

~nd measurements programs associated TIlth these explosions, 

the political proble'':s shOUld be t:1ininized. 

But if rao:?e ~~ __ ~~ proZra~s are carri ec out using 

large hien altitude explosions, trouble could result. It is 

possible 'co make an artificial radiation belt :ilUch more intonse 

than t he Starfish belt. An increase of more ~han a factor of 

1000 is ?ossible over the Starfish fluxes. This could mako 

_erge reeions of space forbidden for manned flig~t for long 

ti~es, and would severely limit unmanned satellltvs as well. 

'--
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~jc must uvoid such a circuPlstunce, but we should not 

n';-,j:1T'O'V tl-16 b3.!J:~ out with tho v:ash. n There are useful 

Oxp01'iments that can only bo carried out 'lith small hieh 

::>.l'citud.c nt:i.clcn.r e.:{plosions. If such ex,?losions are 

carr5.od out proporly, tho:.,. :'!0uld not produce a.ny hazardous 

conditions, and could bo very valuable scientifically. 
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FiGure Capt ions 

1 . .t" :.~"[;!".et::'c Dottle: for containing 2har~ed pa.rt:i.cles . 

2 . l"'c,,~ Oel 0:: ,. cl":: .. l'GCC. P,:l.Yl,::' cle in the ea.rt!: 1-> ma.gne"ci c fiel)i 
.. Lc;W"ill13 (u.) 0y·n.J.L,;c,n nrow1cl 1.1w l"cld line

J 
(b) houncing 

back .:;.nd forth along 'the field line , and (c) drifting 
longitude around the ear th . Electrons drift east and 
pl-O'COl"l5 drift wo;:;t. 

3. Part~cle drift in longitude. The varia"ion of field drift 
yTi th pos':' tion causes a vaYiat:i.on of radius of gyration 
with posi"cion) '<Ti1~ cc results :'!" .. a sidei{ays drift . 

5 . Tne radio 6oserva"c:,y 0:' th<:.. Na~::'0:1al Bureau of Standa:::-ds 
at Jica.rll3.rca, Peru. I'h·.:: 'oicture shOl-TS the antenna a rray. 

6 . A comparison of 'thE: LLUX c;on-cot..ys shor-cly after the Sts.yfish 
explosion as measured by Injun and Telstar. The maximum 
fluxes for both Injlli~ a.~d Telstar a r e about 109 and 'the 
minimum flux sho~~ ~n 'the figure .:.s l07. 

7. Particle populat~ons in the natural Van Allen radiation 
belt, (a) h':'gn eneriSY protons , (b) 10"1' energy protons, 
(c) lOi{ energy electrons) (d) high energy electrons . 

8. Solar cell degreda-c::'oL fyom elec"rons bombardmen't as 
measured at Bell L~b3 for va:::-ious type solar cells. 

9 . Solar cell ou'tput fo: ~RA~.C and Transit IV B, measured by 
Applied Physics Labora'tory before and after the Starf:i.sh 
explosion . 

'10 . ' The artificial elec-cron fl~{ in space on Oct ober ~8, 1962 
shmTing the Starfish population 0-:: flux range 107 'through 
109 electrons/cm2 /sl~c-aridt:ne electron'S from 'the' 'U . S.S.R. 
eXElosion of October 28 flux range 107 through 108 electrons/ 
cm /sec . 
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